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GIS portal technology is rapidly being adopted by the oil and gas industry to manage geospatial 
content and extend the value of GIS and data investments. The appeal is that energy companies 
can deploy these portals on their own infrastructure behind the company firewall allowing users to 
access up to date company data from a secure platform. Staff members quickly become users 
because a GIS portal enables them to interface with the company’s database via a map to get to 
information vital to their work. 
 
Forum Energy Technologies provides products and services to energy companies worldwide. Its 
business unit Geoscience Earth and Marine Services (GEMS) recently deployed a GIS portal, which 
made it easier for employees to get to GEMS project data. It saved employees time and the 
company money. 
 
GEMS specializes in geological, geophysical, geotechnical, and archaeological analysis. It provides 
its clients with the insight to address critical issues for oil and gas exploration and development 
especially for subsea projects particularly in complex environments such as ocean and arctic. All of 
its services are geographic in nature and it uses Esri’s ArcGIS.  
 
GEMS offers integrated geoscience consulting and geotechnical engineering. It performs shallow 
water hazards assessments by using 2D, 3D and high-resolution images. Its experts support energy 
companies by planning studies for field layout and pipeline routing. They also provide Arctic 
engineering, marine archaeology, and offshore field services.  
 
Finding project data was difficult 
 
GEMS has accumulated data from more than 2,000 projects resulting in a robust file-based data 
store containing more than 50 terabytes of information. It holds copious amounts of documents, 
images and supporting information generated such as maps, seismic data, side scan sonar, cores, 
imagery, spreadsheets, PDF files, word documents, and GIS data. Staff edits, stores, and eventually 
electronically delivers this information to GEMS’s clients worldwide.   
 
Prior to launching its GIS portal, managing the large file-based system presented multiple 
challenges. Frequently, it was difficult to locate data quickly from previously completed projects. 
This caused re-work and data duplication. In addition, the system could not search the database 
using geographic attributes such as latitude and longitude or an Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) 
Lease Block. Without metadata, there was no way to perform keyword searches for documents. 
Moreover, once a document was located, staff spent additional time trying to determine if they 
had the final version. 
 
GEMS’ director Daniels Lanier initiated the search for a state of the art system. He wanted a solution 
that would manage and search for documents and analyses via an intuitive map.    
 
GIS Portal is a content manager 
 
GEMS worked with LOGIC Solutions Group (LOGIC) to create the GIS-driven portal GEMS Pangaea. 
Pangaea integrates spatially-aware document management and search capabilities. It provides 
users with intuitive, map-driven navigation of GEMS database and enables them to search, view, 
and download and upload content.  
 
Using Esri’s GIS technology, Hyland Software’s OnBase content management solution, and 
Microsoft’s (WPF) web browser application, LOGIC’s developers designed an effective solution. The 
Pangaea GIS portal solution fully leverages GEMS’ existing, heavily used GIS.  
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The user activates the search for documents via the map by clicking a point, drawing a line or 
rectangle, or entering coordinates. Search functionality rapidly finds projects located within a 
selected OCS lease block. Documents contain geographic metadata as well as project name, 
client name, description, which speeds the search. LOGIC also developed an application that 
allows employees to search GEMS legacy file system by client name, project name, or file type. 
 
Pangaea users view project boundaries on a map and click a boundary to get basic information 
about the project. Within the interface, they can also search and get a quick view of documents 
associated with that project. 
 
Users upload documents to the document management system and associate the documents with 
projects. OnBase allows users to upload large files to the system including ArcGIS map files, images, 
shape files, and other data associated with the project. They can also upload documents to the 
data store from outside the portal as well as download data to a specific work environment.   
 
The system prevents data duplication during upload by flagging documents that already exist in 
the system. When the flag occurs, the user updates the version of the existing document or adds 
the appropriate metadata to associate the document with additional projects. By using OnBase 
with  an active directory tool, an administrator can control document permissions, viewing, and 
download throughout the enterprise.    
 
The solution is easily learned. It has expanded GEMS GIS as an enterprise business application that is 
a powerful tool for managing projects and analyses. To accomplish this task, LOGIC worked with 
GEMS to provide an Esri and OnBase solution that includes three major components: Esri ArcSDE, Esri 
ArcGIS Server, and an OnBase enterprise content management (ECM) solution.   
 

	  
Figure 1: Pangaea Solution Interface 
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Figure 2: Interact and Identify Map Feature – Drill Down 

 

 

Figure 3: Search by Project Number, Name, Client or Selection 

 

 
Figure 4: Upload Documents to Projects 
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Figure 5: Search and Document Management Screen 

 

 

Figure 6: Document Download and Packaging 
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Figure 7: GEMS High-Level Project Portal Architecture 

 

 

GEMS benefits from the GIS-based solution 
 

GEMS’ returns on its investment include the following: 

• Reduced data search time. Using the intuitive map search interface, staff was able to 
perform in a matter of minutes the previously difficult, and sometimes impossible, task of 
finding projects completed near an OCS lease block. 

• Increased confidence. Staff was assured that the version of the analysis, data, or document 
being reviewed was up to date.  

• Eliminated data duplication. 

• Improved staff’s ability to review historical analyses in an area or for a client. 
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